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We are inundated with Guidelines

PubMed search “Guideline [ti]” 8/30/2016

2005 n=345

2015 n=918

1985 n=23

1995 n=90
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Guidelines have not answered the question

STS 2017 meeting
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My Introduction
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Objective

To share what I have learned aboutTo share what I have learned about

• how guidelines are made

• and how they are used.• and how they are used.
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How Guidelines are made
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ACC /AHA Guidelines

High quality data are sparse

Heart Failure
STEMI Valvular

ACC /AHA Guidelines

STEMI
Unstable angina

Valvular
Heart Disease

Expert opinion

Data

Expert opinion

Expert opinionData
5,000-40,000 pts

RCT’s

Expert opinion

RCT’s

DataData
50-400 pts

Observational Studies



So we rely on Expert Opinion (experience)

But there are problems
with “Clinical Experience”

1) The Numerator
denominator problemdenominator problem

2) Asymmetric Information

3) Cognitive biases
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#1 We live in the numerator

Should we be more aggressive replacing theShould we be more aggressive replacing the
moderately dilated aorta?
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But most people have small aortas

IRAD data
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To calculate risk you need the denominator

Where do Traffic Accidents Occur?

< 5 miles from home 54%

Where do Traffic Accidents Occur?

6-20 miles from home 28%

> 20 miles from home 18%> 20 miles from home 18%



#2 Asymmetric Information

Aortic Surgery No Aortic Surgery

DissectionDissection

NoNo
Dissection
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Does airport screening prevent events?
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Heuristics and Cognitive Biases

•We evolved to play the odds

•Look for patterns

•Overestimate high correlations and•Overestimate high correlations and

underestimate low

• Subject to “Tunnel Vision” and “fixation”• Subject to “Tunnel Vision” and “fixation”

•Find the unexpected “unpleasant”

- tend to explain away disconfirmatory evidence….- tend to explain away disconfirmatory evidence….

- especially when overloaded or under pressure



“Experts” can be wrong!
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And sometimes the experts do not agree!
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And sometimes the experts do not agree!

I C … Marfan syndrome I B …in patients with BAVI C … Marfan syndrome
… vascular E-D
syndrome, Turner

I B …in patients with BAV
if the diameter… is
greater than 5.5cmsyndrome, Turner

syndrome, BAV, or FAAD
… at smaller diameters
(4.0 to 5.0 cm depending

greater than 5.5cm

Iia C… if diameter greater
than 5.0 cm and a risk(4.0 to 5.0 cm depending

on the condition) ….

than 5.0 cm and a risk
factor present
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A heated controversy!
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A heated controversy!

I B-NR …if the diameter … is 5.5 cm or greater.I B-NR …if the diameter … is 5.5 cm or greater.

IIa B-NR … 5.0 cm or greater an an additional risk
factor… or if the patient is at low surgical risk and thefactor… or if the patient is at low surgical risk and the
surgery is performed by an experienced surgical
team….team….
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How are they used?
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Our data sets concern the mean…
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… but we treat the individual in front of us
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“Willful Ignorance”

Natural and political observations made on the bills of mortality 1661

Converting narrative into tabular data permits
mathematical analysis – but requires focus on just somemathematical analysis – but requires focus on just some
elements and discarding (ignoring) other details
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Conditional Probability

A) Given a dissection, what is the probability ofA) Given a dissection, what is the probability of

X*? (the data we have observed)

B) Given X*, what is the probability of

dissection? (what we want to know)dissection? (what we want to know)

* X= BAV or Marfan syndrome or aorta 5.5 cm etc.



These are very different questions

the probability of being female given a patient with
breast cancer 99%breast cancer 99%

vs

the probability of breast cancer given a female
patient

» 20%
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Probability of AD given BAV

P(E/D) x P(D)
Bayes Theorem

P(D/E) =
P(E/D) x P(D)

P(E)

Prob AD given BAV=
(Prob BAV given AD) (Prob AD)

Prob BAVProb BAV

(0.1) (0.0001)
= 0.001P =

(0.1) (0.0001)

(0.01)
= 0.001



We do this intuitively

Imagine a patient in your office:

- Known 4.9 cm ascending aorta
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- History of hypertension
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We do this intuitively

Imagine a patient in your office:

- Known 4.9 cm ascending aorta
- History of hypertension
- Current smoker- Current smoker
- Family history negative for AD

- The echo lab calls “he may have
a TAV, or a BAV with a prominent
raphe, but we cannot be sure.raphe, but we cannot be sure.
The AV functions well.”
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How good is our intuition?

•Will you go home with a car or a goat?•Will you go home with a car or a goat?
• You picked door #1.
• Monte shows you door #3.
• Should you switch?• Should you switch?
• How does the new information impact
probabilities?probabilities?



Using the data in decision-making

to determine

Data that are
-Unambiguous
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Using the data in decision-making

to determine to support

Data that are
-Unambiguous

Data that are
-Incomplete
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Using the data in decision-making

to determine to supportto inform

Data that are
-Unambiguous

Data that are
-Incomplete
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-Direct
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Francis Bacon

The human
understanding, onceunderstanding, once
it has adopted an
opinion, collects any
instances thatinstances that
confirm it, and
though the contrary
instances may beinstances may be
more numerous and
more weighty, itmore weighty, it
either does not
notice them or else
rejects them.rejects them.
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(Book Recommendations)
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How we decide: Biases and Heuristics

Option B Option A

Valence effect
Endowment

effect

Temporal
effect

Large

Prospect Theory

Smalleffect Large

risks

Small

risks

Positive
outcome

Negative
outcome

Loss Gain
Short
term
gains

Long
term
gains


